
 
 
 

Formative feedback 
 

 
Overall Comments  
Thank you for getting your submission to me on time and with blog links and coursework 
presented clearly.  I realize you’re hoping to make further decisions on your direction before 
assessment, so feedback will focus on editing and refinement suggestions. As per your 
agreement with OCA, in order to help you meet your unit completion deadline, we are 
reviewing your Transitions assignment first, then Assignment 5 and pre-assessment feedback 
last. Keep going Catherine. 
 

Feedback on assignment  
Demonstration of technical and Visual Skills, Quality of Outcome, Demonstration 
of Creativity  
Assignment 6: Transitions 
Well done for strategically working your wider edit down for this submission. As previously 
discussed there are some interesting images here. First observation is that you have moved 
away from the ‘green man’ as an explicit idea, towards something more open-ended. Your text 
is thoughtful and detailed, reflecting developments in your process and reference points. Be 
wary of falling into traps with stereotypical depictions of the seasonal change in order to back 
up your conceptual direction. I don’t think you need to do this, and will explain below. 
 
In your reflection you note a concern for whether the two series of Winter and Spring, are 
sufficiently coherent. I challenge you to consider what ‘coherence’ might look like and more 
specific reasons as to why you might have this concern about this particular submission. What 
brings coherence to the bodies of work you have looked at for inspiration? I suspect the key 
reasons will be related to the visual qualities of the images, the colour palettes and 
compositions. Lack of coherence can also be exasperated when dealing with different light 
conditions, as you are here. It is important to become conscious of these subtle differences in 
your images in order for you to rationalize them with confidence.  
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In themselves as edits, neither ‘season’ has a clear overall palette or visual signature. They both 
overlap slightly with some bright, sunny vistas and others more neutral. There is nothing 
wrong with combining these tones if manipulating a particular aesthetic or visual language, 
doesn’t feel right to you for this project. You can use these differences for expressive purposes, 
perhaps showing different kinds of ‘winter’ or ‘spring’ as you have suggested in your reflection 
- how each season varies, has ebbs and flows of light if you like, and how they are not 
necessarily distinct from each other as we might mythologize.  If this is more in line with what 
you are trying to express, then to me, this starts to become more of a ‘conversation’ between 
the two seasons, and actually perhaps it is the separation of the two that might be causing the 
problem. Consider editing the images together as one sequence. If you title the works from 
each season accordingly, for eg. Spring 01, March 2019 then the viewer will know you are 
working between the two and you can start to be quite playful with your sequence.  
You should also amend your statement along with your new edit, to ensure that you re-
articulate your final vision for the work, bringing the crux of what your work is trying to express 
to the fore. 
 
As mentioned above, I think you have enough interesting images in your wider edit (and in fact 
do you need 25 images in total?) to avoid relying on more obvious depictions of seasonal 
activity or change for example, close ups of buds or blossom. I personally prefer the images 
that retain more of a distance and similar vantage point and wonder how you might feel about 
the coherence of the work if you took away the closer shots, such as: 3023, 3230, 3370, 3427.   
Also I have a last question, why have you decided so specifically on Winter and Spring, I 
remember some strong images in your November work for eg. 
 

Coursework 
Demonstration of technical and Visual Skills, Demonstration of Creativity  
You are getting there with your Part 5 coursework, with 5.1 already written up on your learning 
log. What is particularly striking is that you bring in your wider projects with OCA peers to help 
inform your response to the exercise to make relevant and interesting comments. 
 

Research 
Context, reflective thinking, critical thinking, analysis   
It is great to see you detail your key influences for this project, not only that, but clear 
articulation of what it is that you have connected with regarding your own approach. Thinking 
about your notes on Trangmar in particular, consider how the ‘jumping backwards and 
forwards’ and ideas around creating the projects own rhythm, could help you sequence and 
present your own images. In the way they are divided here, I’m not sure your thinking around 
these interesting ideas really comes through. 
 

Learning Log 
Context, reflective thinking, critical thinking, analysis   
As in previous reports, the learning log continues to be thorough and clear. I do think, 
however, that your Research and Reflection tab might have become a bit muddled with your 
tutor submissions being repeated here as well as in your assignment tabs. By repeating the 
post in two places, you are taking up valuable page space and forcing the viewer to have to 
scroll further and further back for traces of dedicated research.  



 
Suggested reading/viewing  
Context  
I couldn’t find any new research posts since the last report, make sure to take a look at some of 
the suggested viewing and write up reflections before you submit for assessment. There is a 
book you might be interested to read (or at least explore reviews or writing on it) with regards 
to thinking about ideas of home and memory that you explored in your Critical Review, Brian 
Dillon’s In the Dark Room. I found it incredibly moving and enjoyed its autobiographical 
approach while referring to photography, to theory and philosophy. 
 

Summary  
Strengths Areas for development 
 

• Moving the edit forward, and 
beginning to refine the core rationale 
for the work 

• Pertinent reflections, drawing on 
personal, practical experience 

• Engagement with relevant theoretical 
and conceptual ideas  

 
• Consider what coherence means for 

you and for this particular project 
• Critique direction and division of the 

seasons in the structure and start to 
consider presentation options for 
assessment 

• Write up exercises for Part 5  
 

 
Please inform me of how you would like your feedback for the next assignment: written or 
video/audio. 
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